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“Pivot” is designed with freestyle skaters in mind as a training application and stylistic addition
to their boards that responds to the boards movements. Designed specifically for freestyle skaters, the
electronics are implement within the board as to cause little interruption in freestyle activities. Pivot is
an electronic prototype that is mounted on a skateboard and uses an Ardiuno board,an accelerometer,
and an array of LED lights that illuminate as the board flips and tilts. Like turn signals on a car the led
lights mounted underneath the board can also be used to signal the direction the skate board is steering.
On the top side, the nose of the board will be fitted with an array of lights that will illuminate at
individual balance points when the board is tilted forward or backward during certain tricks such as
manuals or nose manuals. This is will aid the rider in finding his or her balance point while skating.

As freestyle skating is enjoyed by many people at many different skill levels,Pivot's use is
enjoyable for beginning skaters and advanced skateboarders alike across all age groups. The LED
lights also give an extra enjoyable element to spectators of the sport. This device explores the culture of

freestyle skating. It attempts to highlight the athletic aspects of the sport by also accenting the
exhibitionist and spectator aspect of the skateboard culture. The Pivot device is itself consisting of a
micro controller, an accelerometer, and a series of LED's conveniently mounted inside a wooden
freestyle skateboard.

Pivot engages many different creative domains. At foremost it is an educational sports
application to be used by skateboarders. It is also an interactive performance piece that highlights and

aids the sport's acrobatic aesthetics and social habits. Finally, it could be considered a purely
fashionable accessory.

Few pieces exist that precede this work but one work that touches on the aesthetics aspect of
this prototype is “The Illuminated Flexible Skateboard”(fig.1) that is currently being produced by
Hammacher Schlemmer. This skateboard is constructed of clear plastics and embedded with nearly
fifty led's.

(fig. 1)

The board is purely aesthetic in nature and does not incorporate its lights directly into the movement of
the board or the rider. Another piece of precedents that is more relate-able to the interactive domain of
Pivot, is Microsoft's “Tony Hawk's Ride”(Ride) skateboard.(Fig. 2-3) This device uses an array of
infrared lights, accelerometers, and Microsoft's Kinect camera with the Xbox 360 gaming console.

(Fig. 2)

(Fig. 3)
Ride is essentially the combination of a gaming controller in the guise of a skateboard. While this
work concentrates on the social and interactive aspects of skateboarding it fails to merge holistically
with the sport as it only engages a virtual environment. Pivot could be considered an attempt to merge
these two products by combining visual aesthetics with physical interaction within the physical sport
and freestyle culture.

In constructing Pivot a my iterative design process focused on embedding the electronics and
hiding them within a skateboard while making it aesthetically pleasing and highly functional for
freestyle skaters.(Fig. 4) In designing this I discovered many ways to embed electronics within
hardware of the skateboard by primarily hiding parts within the plies of wood on the board, and tucking
a coin cell battery within the hollow mount of the trucks and risers on the under side of the board. As
of now user testing is giving way to suggestions of stylistic improvements but the functionality seems
to be testing well.

(Fig. 4)
The criteria for which I'm testing this product is durability, ease of use, and audience feedback.
As now, even in the prototype stage, Pivot seems to be reasonably durable in construction.Pivot has
generated excitement if every skater I have approached thus far. And while Pivot's construction requires
that it must be embedded in a skateboard, most skaters are accustomed to building, modifying, and
personalizing their boards so that the idea of building your own personal Pivot has not received any
negative feedback at this time. Where Pivot falls short is that it is limited to motion sensitive blinking

lights. While skaters seem impressed by this at first, their attention seems to wain and they quickly
want more. Perhaps further designs and improvements in the placement and color of light will improve
this.
During the critique in my major studio course at Parsons New School of Design. Pivot received
generally good reviews. The panel, while not attune with the skating culture, saw promise in this
product as being highly marketable and displaying large promise. Remarks ranged from various ways
to improve the lighting array to how I should improve embedding of the electronics to keep cost at a
minimum.

Upon researching this and through the creation of this project, I have devised a system I will
further develop. This new prototype will attempt to track skate board flip tricks electronically with
minimalist hardware attached to the board. In addition to the current hardware I am using I will mount
a bluetooth module and an array of force resistors to the skateboard. This new board will send the data
from its sensors to the user's smart phone and from there use sensor data within the phone to track
various stats and tricks about the board and the skater. I hope to use this data to create a trick tracking
application that will work with the smart phones camera, the skateboard's sensors, and various social
apps.(Fig. 5)

(Fig. 5)
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